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MAD® SIESTA RELAX CHAIR ALLOY

Just by pulling up the arm rests, the complete backside of this 
luxurious chair is going back into “relax mode” in eight steps. With 
its fully adjustable front legs, equipped with mud feet and the spe-
cial feetless back frame, the chair is rock stable on every surface! 
Perfect for taking it slow during longer sessions, thinking over your 
strategy or tying some new rigs. 100% polyester canvas (and a 
neoprene pillow).

MAD® SPECIALIST PRO CHAIR

Comes with an extremely comfortable, neoprene back support 
and head rest. A specialist chair that offers you great comfort and 
is easy to transport because of its compact size. Like all our other 
chairs, it is extremely light and strong at the same time, thanks to 
the alloy construction. The comfortable extra high, double foldable 
back is a feature that makes sitting very 
relaxing. With heavy duty arm rests and 
big mud feet. 100% polyester canvas.

MAD® MORPHEUS CHAIR 

Fishing has always been a time-consuming hobby and especially 
carp anglers like to take their time. For them a comfortable chair 
is more than a luxury tool, it is a necessity. That‘s why we ad-
ded the MAD® Morpheus chair to the range. It is fully padded, has 
armrests, an adjustable back and adjustable legs with mud feet. 
It is comfortable enough to take a nap in, making up for sleep lost 
during the night. 100% polyester canvas.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

 ¡ Fully padded 
 ¡ Adjustable backrest 
 ¡ Adjustable legs with mud feet 
 ¡ Armrests 
 ¡ Aluminium frame
 ¡ Put up:  

 90 x 57 x 95cm
 ¡ Folded up:  

    66 x 77 x 17cm

MAD® RELAX CHAIR 

This fully comfortable, adjustable chair provides plenty of space 
for relaxing. Or tying rigs.. Thanks to the aluminium frame it is light-
weight, so easy to transport. Made of 600D, hard-wearing, 100% 
nylon. Complete with mud feet.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

 ¡ Aluminium frame
 ¡ 600D nylon canvas
 ¡ Adjustable back
 ¡ Adjustable legs with mud feet 
 ¡ Put up:  

 90 x 59 x 97cm
 ¡ Folded up:  

    66 x 78 x 20,5cm

TECHNICAL  DETAILS

 ¡ Put up: 56 x 45 x 105cm
 ¡ Folded up: 56 x 45 x 15cm
 ¡ Weight: 5kg

TECHNICAL DETAILS

 ¡ Put up: 76 x 56 x 85cm
 ¡ Folded up: 76 x 56 x 16cm
 ¡ Weight: 5kg  
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8470 108 MAD SIESTA RELAX CHAIR ALLOY 1 / 1 / -

8470 112 SPECIALIST PRO CHAIR 1/1/-

8470 121 MAD MORPHEUS CHAIR ALLOY 1 / 1 / -

8470 122 MAD RELAX CHAIR 1/1/1




